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Dear Editor,

In reply to your email (June 29th) we made the following changes in order to meet the journal style as requested.

- Structure: the missing Reference section is added.
- Affiliations on title page: are described in bullet-point style.
- Email addresses on title page: are written in the required format.
- Boxes: in stead of using 2 boxes (for the description of the Diabetes Care System and the description of the Case Management intervention) we have used indentation. Additionally, in the main text we deleted the referral text to both boxes (‘see box 1../ 2”).
- Tables: a new section is made following the reference section, describing the figure legend at first and secondly the table section. Also, a description of the content of the table is given and vertical lines are deleted.
- Figure: the title is removed from the image, legend and title are described following the reference section as requested.

We would like the uploaded figure (figure 1) to be included on full a page wide.
I hope all necessary alterations are made and we are looking forward to the acceptance of the manuscript.

On behalf of all authors,
Yours sincerely,

Nathalie Versnel